An interaction between PPADS, an ATP antagonist, and a moderately intense sound in the cochlea.
In the organ of Corti ionotropic receptors for ATP (ATPRs) on cells that are bathed by perilymph have been suggested to modulate cochlear mechanics. The purpose of the present study was to test the hypothesis that endogenous extracellular ATP acting through ATPRs is involved in modulating cochlear mechanics during moderately intense sound exposure. Guinea pigs were exposed to either: (1) a perilymphatic administration of pyridoxal-phosphate-6-azophenyl-2', 4'-disulfonic acid (PPADS, 1 mM), an ATP antagonist; (2) a moderately intense sound (6.7 kHz tone, 95 dB SPL, 15 min); or (3) a combination of both the PPADS and the sound. The effects on cochlear potentials (cochlear microphonic, CM; negative summating potential, SP; compound action potential of the auditory nerve, CAP; and N(1) latency) evoked by a 10 kHz tone pip were monitored. PPADS alone reduced the CAP and the SP and increased N(1) latency. The intense sound alone reduced the CAP and SP. The combination of PPADS with the intense tone induced reversible effects on cochlear potentials that were greater than induced by either treatment alone. The effect on N(1) latency and low intensity CM was a potentiation since the effect was greater than a simple addition of the effect of either treatment alone. The effects of the combination treatment on CAP, SP and high intensity CM were not different from additive. Results are consistent with the hypothesis that ATPRs in the organ of Corti are involved in modulating cochlear mechanics during moderately intense sound exposure.